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                                                                   PROVINCE OF ESSEX 
 

SHORT TALK - OFFICERS, ARCHES AND THE PEDESTAL 

(2460 words – approximately 17 minutes) 

 
 

The material sources have been researched and assessed by Rob Soames  PGStB(RA). He has given 
attributionswhereappropriateandhasindicatedwherehisownopinionsarebeingstated.Creditshouldbe 
giventotheauthoratanypresentation. 

 
I am going to say a little about the Officers of the Royal Arch, the significance of the Arch 
and the Pedestal (or Altar, as it is often known)  and the steps we take towards it.  I don't  
think any of this generally receives much attention, probably because there is so much 
uncertainty as to their history1. 
 

The Officers 
The Supreme Grand Chapter today is the direct descendant of the Grand and Royal Chapter 
of the Royal Arch of Jerusalem, which was constituted in 1766 when the Charter of 
Compact was signed. It is now long established in our Regulations that a complete Chapter: 
--consists of the three Principals, the three Sojourners, two Scribes, a Treasurer, a Principal 
Sojourner, two Assistant Sojourners, and other companions, making up the number of 72 
as a Council; and that no regular Chapter can consist of more. 

-- within the 72, additional officers such as a Director of Ceremonies, an Almoner, a Charity 
Steward, an Assistant Director of Ceremonies, an Organist, an Assistant Scribe E and 
Stewards may be elected or appointed as the case may be, -- but while any number can be 
exalted  and  received  as Companions, they may not hold the Staff of Office, or be 
considered as Counsellors when more than 72 are present. 

 
The same regulation is in force today, thus explaining the point which has puzzled many a 
candidate during the ceremony of Exaltation, when he is told he will have the right to bear 
a Staff of Office,  unless seventy two of the elders are present. 
 

But why seventy two? There are the twelve tribes represented by the ensigns; so six from 
each? Not as such.  Looking at it from another perspective, seventy two is a very practical  
and sensible number of companions to have as an effective maximum number for a 
Chapter;  it is, I suggest, in practice too difficult to get around and get to know many more 
members in the way that true Companionship implies. Actually, wouldn't we all love to 
have that  problem, or something approaching it? 
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Now, the historical reason is most likely as follows. The Jewish Sanhedrin probably took its 

form from the 70 elders appointed to assist Moses in the government of the people2. They 
were highly respected members of the community whose stature, bearing and selfless 
service had caused them to be selected to assist in enforcing the laws by which everyone 
was judged. They were also referred to as ‘Elders’ as age was another criteria in their 
selection. In  addition to the 70 selected  there was  a President, usually the High Priest, who 
had the  casting vote. Masonic legend suggests that King Solomon was also a member of the 
Sanhedrin, making 72 in all. 
 
 

So why the 'Holy' Royal Arch? 
 

Incidentally, you'll recall we usually just say 'Royal Arch', and refer to ourselves as 'Royal 
Arch masons' under the 'Supreme Grand Chapter'. But there are a few places where the 
term 'Holy Royal Arch ' is used. Why is this? The words 'Holy Royal Arch' go back to Union 
of Antients and Moderns in December 1813, and some say it was probably there at the  
insistence of the Antients. The changes to the Royal Arch degree in the 1830s into a degree 
less closely identified with Christianity meant that references and words with possible 
religious connotations, especially Christian, tended to be downplayed. So though on most 
occasions now we just refer to the 'Royal Arch', formally we are ‘Holy Royal Arch’ masons 
and it is right to remember this. If you would like to know more, you might like to  read  
Revd Neville Barker Cryer’s ‘What Do You Know About the (oops) Royal Arch’. 
 

With an emphasis on King Solomon's temple, and the Most Excellent representing 
Zerubbabel, Prince of the People, it isn't difficult to understand why  we have  a 'Royal'   
Arch,  but let's now look at the Arch. 
 

The Catenarian Arch 
 

In the early days, the word 'Exaltation' was not much used for new candidates. Instead, 
they were 'Arched'. Masonic historians say this wording is an allusion to what is known as 
the 'Passing of the Veils' which was part of some early Royal Arch ceremonies. As some of 
you may know, this ceremony still exists (I mention it again later in this Talk) but it is no 
longer part of Royal Arch masonry as we practice it here in London. But there is no mention 
of the word ‘Arch’ in versions of this ceremony that we have. However, in Scotland all 
Chapters have an Arch. The pillars discovered by the Sojourners presumably supported an 
Arch and  we form an Arch with the Ensigns at the point of enlightenment. I suggest this 
really does seem this is a more likely explanation. 
 

Having discussed how the use of the word 'Arch' arose, I'm now going to focus just on its 
symbolism as we look upon it in our present ceremonies. 
 

The traditional Symbolical Lecture explained that the three Principals, who act as one and 
as three together, symbolise the Keystone of the Arch for their Chapter. Quite often 
therefore, when the lecture is given, the speaker turns to the east and reminds us of this by 
tracing the shape of a broad catenarian arch above the Principals' chairs (trace the shape). 
If we imagine it to be laid horizontally, so as to pass through the Principals' chairs, the 
Catenarian Arch is said to be supported on the two Scribes, Ezra and Nehemiah (trace the 
shape). The word ‘catenarian’, incidentally, comes from the Latin catena, meaning ‘chain’.       
Thus I have just 
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shown how we are all linked together by our chain of membership of the Royal Arch. 
 A true arch derives its strength from the form of its construction which comprises a series 
of slightly wedge-shaped stones, the first on each side resting on a support or abutment. 
Each of the archstones, as they go up, is partly anchored by the precision of the masonry 
and the presence of cement or mortar in the joints,  but the real strength, which enables 
the architect  to order the removal of the supporting timbers and filling, is the downwards 
compression on the whole structure due to the arch-stone, or centre-stone, or Keystone, 
being installed. Provided it is installed properly, and the weight of the arch around 
transmits the downwards force evenly to the vertical supports (abutments) which of course 
may themselves be just parts of surrounding walls, the whole arch should stand. And, as 
our Ritual says, give permanency. But if something moves or is removed - some of the 
archstones for example -  let alone the Keystone, the structural integrity of the whole 
structure is compromised. 
 

I don't know about being let down on ropes – but nowadays we'd have to ask Health and 
Safety for a full structural assessment and hard hats before entering the vault! But at least 
we hear that the Principal Sojourner and his companions closed the aperture as best they 
could before hurrying off to report their finding. No doubt the accumulated debris of ages 
helped to keep it all together. 
 
Thus the Catenarian Arch is a memorial of the vaulted shrine in which the sacred writings 

were deposited. 
 
You will recall also that when the Third Principal's Robe is explained,  at the very end of 

the Installation ceremony, H, or the Installing Principal, says that its colour, blue ,is 
 

'Emblematical of universal beneficence and charity, and teaches us that, in the mind of a 
Mason, those virtues should be as expansive as the blue arch of heaven'. 

 
The 'arch' or vault of heaven is a poetic expression inspired by the fact that the sky can 

seem to be an arch of immeasurable span. 
 

Look again at the imaginary arch we have above the Principals' chairs. Then remember, or 
perhaps if you can, look, at the shape naturally taken by the chain of office of an Inspector 
or more senior companion. It is the same, catenarian, shape, albeit inverted, 
demonstrating perhaps  how centred on day to day reality the shape of this arch is. 
 

The Pedestal, or Altar 
 

Let us now look at some of the history and symbolism of perhaps the most prominent 
piece  of furniture in a Royal Arch chapter, the object in the middle of the room which the 
exaltee first sees when light is restored - the Pedestal or Altar ( some Chapters say 
Pedestal, others prefer Altar; Supreme Grand Chapter use Pedestal.). We speak of it as 'a 
block of white marble' ( I doubt this one is) and we are told it is in the form of the Altar of  
Incense, a  double cube. 
 
We are told about it in the biblical book of Exodus, which was probably written in the sixth 

century BCE (Before the Common Era). At first it may have been a way of recording the 
traditions of the Jewish people, then in exile in Babylon; but it also probably contains later 
insertions  reflecting the  situation towards   500BCE  when,  as  our  ceremony relates,  
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King Cyrus permitted them to return to Jerusalem. There are at least three separate 
occasions (in Exodus Chapters 24, 30 and 37) where the size and shape of the altar of 
incense is set out. They say it was actually a box of acacia wood 45cm by 45cm by 90cm, 
covered in gold and made with projecting rings so it could be carried. This altar travelled 
with the children of Israel during their wanderings in the desert of Sinai as they made their 
way towards the Promised Land. We need to be aware that all this would have happened 
round about 1,200BCE, so Exodus is probably recording 600 years of story-telling and 
earlier writing about the past. Historians know, usually from archaeological finds which 
corroborate written records, that this method is often remarkably accurate at maintaining 
a broad knowledge of the past, but it is unlikely that every detail is correct. 
 

In the book of Kings we are told that King Solomon built the temple (this would be about 
950BCE) and that the altar, which was where the stone tablets of the Covenant were kept,  
was brought into the temple in a great ceremony. That temple was destroyed by 
Nebuchanezzar the Assyrian, and our ceremony takes place after the return of the exiles to 
Jerusalem, a little after 532BCE. 
 

The altar found by our Sojourners is in the same form as the one in Solomon's day, but of 
white marble. This probably reflects fashionable church building practice in the early 
eighteenth century when our ceremony was taking much of its present form, but 
symbolically the great difference in the materials used underlines the transition from the 
hardships of the desert to the opulence of King Solomon's temple. The Pedestal is shown in 
your Grand Chapter Certificate in the middle of the squared pavement like the craft 
floorcloth, but the floorcloth of the Chapter is different. It shows the perspective view 
which would have been seen by the Sojourner looking down into the vault. 
 

The double cube is symbolised thus. The bottom cube represents the rough ashlar of the 
Entered Apprentice, symbolic of worldly man, engrossed in material things and expecting 
material rewards for his labours, and still uncouth in the spiritual ideals of Masonry. The 
top cube is the perfect ashlar; achieved by obedience to the moral code of our order, and 
made perfect by obedience to the Will of the Great Architect of the Universe, and it thus  
symbolises  our awareness of a spiritual life. 
 

And the colours? The idea that white symbolises innocence, and that purity and richness 
are symbolised by gold (the plate on the Pedestal) has been common across much of 
humanity throughout history. 
 

The initials that the sojourners found inscribed on the Pedestal are clearly a made-up idea,   
but it neatly summarises the names of the three key personages recorded in the Bible as 
being involved at that time. The R is Latin for Rex - King - so the inscription reads, Solomon 
King of Israel, Hiram, King of Tyre and Hiram Abif. All were historical contemporaries, and 
the Bible records how Solomon traded with Hiram for the large amount of cedarwood that 
his city, Tyre, a Phoenician city on the coast of present day Lebanon, could provide.  Hiram 
Abif 
- and all we master masons know about him - is a more contentious figure. Certainly, 

Solomon called on a skilled craftsman called Huram (or Hiram) to mastermind the 
production of the metalwork for the Temple but more than this is less certain. Under the 
initials are 'certain mystical characters' which we of course know of as the Triple Tau. If you 
want to know more about this, wait for the Short Talk. 
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The approach to the Pedestal - the Seven Steps 
 
In his book 'What do you know about Ritual?' the Rev’d Neville Barker Cryer says there  

are seven because: 
 

‘these are the steps once taken in the Excellent/Super Excellent or Veils degree that often 
preceded  the Exaltation, as it still does in Bristol. That ceremony has three steps to the 
Blue Veil, two steps to the Purple Veil, and two more to the Crimson Veil.  These colours, of 
course, were those of the  curtain covering the arched entrance to the Holy of Holies 
wherein the whole presence and nature of God was to be discovered. For candidates to 
take seven steps to the area of the pedestal is therefore very proper.’ 

 
 
This then begs the question, why did they take these steps in the Veils ceremony? One 

explanation  may  be  that  if  the  steps  are  taken  in  a  cumulative  sequence  the  result 
is: 
 

 
  First sequence 3steps 

 Second sequence 3+2steps  
 Thirdsequence 3 + 2 + 2steps 

 
If you think back to the steps taken by a candidate in each craft degree when they are 
instructed to advance to the pedestal you will quickly see what we have is probably an 
abbreviated sequence of steps derived from the Craft degree ceremony. Why abbreviated? 
Quite probably for the very practical reasons which apply here too: there is room for seven 
steps  but three,  plus five,  plus seven  (ie fifteen)  and we would need a much bigger 
temple. 

                  --------------------------- 
 

Companions, I hope some of what I have been talking about might have interested you, 
and perhaps shed some light on areas of our history and ceremonies with which you were 
unfamiliar. 
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